
“Rainbow Cities”

Lesson Plan

Step 1:  Draw and Paint Buildings 
Using pencils, have students lightly draw six 
buildings on white 12” x 18” pieces of 
construction paper. !
Giving students only red, yellow, and blue 
tempera paint, have them mix the secondary 
colors and paint each building a different color of 
the rainbow. Older students can draw seven 
buildings so they can include Indigo. Let dry.

Step 2:  Cut and Paste Buildings 
Once dry, have students cut out their buildings 
and paste them to blue construction paper in 
rainbow order. You can have students place 
buildings side-by-side, or overlap them for added 
visual interest. 
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Color

Step 3:  Add Details  
Have students add details to their buildings and 
backgrounds using oil pastels. You can 
encourage them to use lighter and darker 
versions of the building colors themselves to 
keep the rainbow theme, or let them choose 
whatever colors they’d like for each building. 
Drawing a rainbow in the sky is a fun, finishing 
touch.  !
Tip: Ask students drawing rainbows what else 
they might need in their skies to create those 
rainbows (sun and rain!).  !
Tip: To take this lesson a step further, have 
students create paste paper to use for the 
buildings.

Get more plans  |  www.theartofed.com

Objective:  Students will mix the primary 
colors to paint buildings that span the colors 

of the rainbow, then add details to create 
creative cityscapes. 

Materials 
• Pencils, Scissors and Glue Sticks 
• Blue and White Construction Paper 12” x 18” 
• Red, Yellow and Blue Tempera Paint 
• Oil Pastels 

Motivation 
• Read a book about rainbow order. My favorite for 

very young students is the magic ribbon book, 
What Makes a Rainbow  by Betty Ann Schwartz. 

• Ask students to brainstorm what kinds of 
buildings cities need. Places to live, places to eat, 
places to shop, etc…  

• Review color mixing, perhaps with a game! 

http://www.amazon.com/What-Makes-Rainbow-Magic-Ribbon/dp/1581170769
http://www.theartofed.com/2013/05/23/paste-paper-101/
http://www.theartofed.com/2013/05/23/paste-paper-101/
http://www.amazon.com/What-Makes-Rainbow-Magic-Ribbon/dp/1581170769

